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“enjoy Henderson’s wide-ranging field of reference . . . Ugliness in
Henderson’s generous handling, becomes a synonym for whatever 
is shocking, difficult, displeasing in one moment but reveals itself 

as containing real value and delight in the next.”—Guardian

Ugly as sin, the ugly duckling—or maybe you fell out of the ugly tree?
Let’s face it, we’ve all used the word “ugly” to describe someone we’ve
seen—hopefully just in our private thoughts—but have we ever 
considered how slippery the term can be, indicating anything from the
slightly unsightly to the downright revolting? What really lurks behind
this most favored insult? In this actually beautiful book, Gretchen E.
Henderson casts an unfazed gaze at ugliness, tracing its long-standing
grasp on our cultural imagination and highlighting all the peculiar
ways it has attracted us to its repulsion.

Henderson explores the ways we have perceived ugliness throughout
history, from ancient Roman feasts to medieval grotesque gargoyles,
from Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein to the Nazi Exhibition of Degenerate
Art. Covering literature, art, music, and even the cutest possible incar-
nation of the term—Uglydolls—she reveals how ugliness has long
posed a challenge to aesthetics and taste. She moves beyond the tradi-
tional philosophic argument that simply places ugliness in opposition
to beauty in order to dismantle just what we mean when we say “ugly.”
Following ugly things wherever they have trod, she traverses continents
and centuries to delineate the changing map of ugliness and the pro-
found effects it has had on the public imagination, littering her path
with one fascinating tidbit after another.

Lovingly illustrated with the foulest images from art, history, and
culture, Ugliness offers an oddly refreshing perspective, going past the
surface to ask what “ugly” truly is, even as its meaning continues to
shift.. 

Gretchen E. Henderson is a Lecturer in English at Georgetown
University, and Affiliated Scholar in Art History at Kenyon College. Her
recent books include The House Enters the Street (2012) and Galerie de
Difformité (2011).



Praise for 

UGLINESS
A Cultural History  

“If beauty is in the eye of the beholder, then so is ugliness. For proof, look no further than the concept’s 
own history, most recently traced by Gretchen E. Henderson. Although there are some objectively repugnant
moments–until the late 20th century, cities including Chicago and Omaha had ‘ugly laws’ that made it illegal

for people with disabilities to appear in public–any transgressions that once seemed ugly now look like
progress. Among them: the 17th century Chinese painting Ten Thousand Ugly Inkblots, which resembles 

lauded work from Jackson Pollock, and the music once described as ‘grunts and squeaks’ also known as jazz.
‘Rather than mere binaries,’ Henderson writes, ‘gliness and beauty seem to function more like binary stars.

They orbit and attract each other, and we can admire both.’” - Lily Rothman, Time Magazine

“Ugliness is in the eye of the beholder—or is it? Ugliness asks this central question and answers it in 
an engaging and exciting way. Accessible and amusing, you need to read it to find out whether ugliness 
is only a cultural or a brain construct!”—Sander L. Gilman, Distinguished Professor of the Liberal Arts

and Sciences and Professor of Psychiatry, Emory University, and author of Illness and Image
and Sexuality: An Illustrated History

“Is the truth always ugly? If so, Gretchen Henderson has disproven that possibility by writing 
a beautiful book, not only in content, but, importantly, in style as well. I was completely caught up 

in her argument from page 1 and happily remained there until the last page. Rich in content, Henderson’s 
documentation forms a comprehensive library of all we need to know on this important subject. 

This book is certain to become a classic in its genre and will challenge 
and change assumed knowledge on a vital topic.”—Leonard Folgarait, Professor of History of Art, 

Vanderbilt University, and author of Seeing Mexico Photographed and Mural Painting 
and Social Revolution in Mexico, 1920-1940.


